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l here have always been people who tempt the Devil, who tempt God, who tempt Death. 
There are people who live to taste death, 
olive for immeasurable speed through 
ding whiteness where every ninety 
ee drop could be the last. 
Snowboarding is an awesome, exhilarat-
exciting sport. Its culture is marked by 
d trips in search of insane amounts of 
h powder, by waking up at 6:30 in the 
rning (after partying until 4:00 am) to 
e first tracks, by meeting tons of people 
th similar passions and interests. But 
owboarding is also marked by the grow-
number of incidents and fatalities 
curring in the backcountry. What 
ckcountry snowboarding essentially 
mes down to is taking risk. Unfortunately 
are many who are unprepared for the 
ks they take. Whether they set off ava-
ches, careen off waterfalls, or crash into 
, many snowboarders are unaware of 
w to conduct themselves in the face of 
ger. 
In the United States alone, 420 people died 
snow avalanches between 1950 and 1993. 
d 75% of these tragedies occurred in the 
ckcountry. Although these figures consist 
primarily of skiers and mountaineers, it is 
expected that as snowboarding continues 
to rise in popularity, so too will snowboard 
related deaths. Are snowboarders prepared 
for the challenges the backcountry poses? 
It's clear that if there exists such a concept 
as limits, there is a group of individuals 
who will push them. It's unclear why the 
risk is taken when so many have been hurt 
or killed. 
• ritish Columbia is home to a cornu-
copia of awesome mountain resorts: 
Blackcomb, Panorama, Fernie, White 
Water .... but it's Seymour's backcountry 
terrain that Graham Oements, pro-rider for 
United Snowboards, frequents. Clements 
takes all of the necessary precautions when 
boarding out-of-boundary. He often packs 
pieps (avalanche transceivers that make 
peeping sounds when submerged in snow) 
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terrain are still susceptible to danger. 
With this history (as well as rational 
thought) in mind, it is unclear why Clements 
continues to board the backcountry. Speak-
ing just days after Brittany McDowell died 
while snowboarding out-of-boundary at 
1 Cypress Bowl, it is obvious that Clements 
has no intention of abandoning his habits. 
And consider this: McDowell took that fatal 
plunge on Wednesday, February 12, 1997-
just two days after they found another 
snowboarder dead-at the same mountain. 
And by Wednesday, the first fatality had 
been given intense media coverage. Extreme 
snowboarders know theyre risking death. 
Courtesy of Cheryl Chiu 
and shovels. He's familiar with the terrain. 
He always goes with friends. 
Still, at Seymour's backcountry about a 
month ago, Clements took a hit and caught 
some 'fat air' (slang for degree of eleva-
tion)-landing on his back instead of his 
board. Too hurt to stand up, he dragged 
himself out of the backcountry area to the 
fencing, where his friend left him to get ski 
patrol. 
Not all people are this lucky. For example, 
Oements' friend Kevin "had to be 
helicoptered out-of-bounds [at Seymour] last 
year when he broke three ribs and col-
lapsed," said an embarrassed Clements, not 
entirely proud of the entire incident. He'd 
rather avoid situations where the North 
Shore Rescue Team's voluntary service is 
needed. However, these experiences demon-
strate one vital factor of backcountry 
snowboarding-those familiar with the 
. lot of people look .at the south shore 
mountains, and they see what looks 
- like a park. When we're there, we see 
it as wilderness," says Allan Billy, who in 
eight years volunteering for the North Shore 
Search and Rescue Team has witnessed 
many backcountry incidents. Billy mentions 
an area of concern for many Vancouverites: 
endemic in the youth is a feeling of immor-
tality , where the potential backcountry 
hazards at our local mountains are ignored. 
"Anyone who's snowboarding, even if 
they carry a light pack, are not really 
equipped for the wilderness-they're 
equipped for snowboarding," says Billy. 
That is not to say he doesn't encourage 
people to take precautions, but rather he 
emphasizes the threats involved in out-of-
boundary and backcountry areas-ava-
lanches, waterfalls, creeks and gullies. Billy 
stresses is that it is difficult to be prepared 
for what might happen. 
"When you consider the last two fatalities 
involving snowboarders, even if they were 
well-equipped, they didn't have a partner, 
they didn't know where they were ... having 
all the best equipment doesn't matter. Being 
stranded or isolation is a deadly situation," 
says Billy. He's been involved in many 
snowboarding related incidents over the 
years, all of which are evenly spread over 
the three local mountains: Cypress Bowl, 
Seymour and Grouse. 
Located in the backcountry area of 
Cypress Bowl is the treacherous "Australian 
Gully'' -named for two Australian skiers 
whose lives were taken there years ago. 
Many unsuspecting individuals think the 
gully js a short-cut to a run named ·"Collins." 
What actually happens is they drop below 
"Collins," and keep dropping into the gully, 
which becomes progressively narrower and 
narrower. The gully then drops off into a 
waterfall, which the unlucky skier or 
boarder plunges over. 
Continued on a e 5 
Editorial 
Glen or Glenda? By the time you read 
this, our Premier will have spoken to us 
on campus. The issue will probably be 
tuition fees (you closet soothsayers can 
check our accuracy). Even if the Right 
Honourable Glen (that's with one "n," 
McEvoy) Clark does not speak to the is-
sue of tuition fees the question about 
them remains: with Moe Sihota out of the 
cabinet, will Paul Ramsey maintain Moe's 
commitment to students? 
Love him or not, Moe Sihota was 
the best advocate for students 
that the provincial legislature 
has ever seen. It will be inter-
esting to see if Ramsey has any 
of Moe's passion for the cause. 
Politics is not about integrity or 
principles, it's about who can balance 
the interests of their favourite minor-
ity group against the demands of the 
rest. Mastering this skill is the key to 
longevity on the Canadian political 
scene. 
If politicians are unable to 
grasp this febrile concept and 
quench their ethical concerns in 
the waters of Lethe, then they 
are doomed to walk the path of 
the unknown, in a state of being 
perpetually forgotten. Alas poor 
Moe, we knew him well. 
------------·Lenen 
We're IIIISOrrJ-
Dear Liz Wilson of the Women's 
Centre: 
We, The womyn's issue coordina-
tors and The Other Press, would like 
to extend our deepest and hum-
blest apologies to you. We admit to 
the grievous error of F#&•#@$ up 
royally in neglecting to mention 
the Women's Centre in the article 
on 'School and the Single Mom.' 
We overlooked the fact that the 
Women's Centre is the most 
womyn-friendly space on this 
campus. We realize your centre is 
one of the most useful places to go 
to if womyn are needing assistance 
coming back to school, accessing 
college services or just needing 
someone to gripe to. We also 
apologize for the dereliction of our 
duties in mentioning International 
Women's Day at the New West 
1020-700 Royal Avenu~ 
New Westminster, BC 
V3LSB2 
General@op.douglas.bc.ca 
Phone 525-3542 
Fax 527-5095 
campus. Once again we ask 
forgiveness for the profound ill-
treatment that you have receive at 
our collective hands and to please 
reconsider giving us space to 
distribute our paper in the Wom-
en's Centre. 
Sincerely yours, The Other Press 
Women's Issue Coordinators 
People like usP 
I have been a long time fan of the 
Other Press and finally have found 
the time to congratulate you on a 
fine publication. All the sucking up 
aside, I wanted to applaud the 
article written by Barbara Kinley-
Rubert in the recently published 
Women's edition. 
The issue of single parenting is 
often filled with confusing and 
misleading information. As our 
society continues to see more and 
The Other Press is Douglas College's autoro-
mous student newspaper.~ have been 
publis~ sioce 1976. The Other Press is nmas 
a non-heirarchical rollective, which mean; that 
if anything goes wro~ it wasn't my fault 
The OP publishes evety week during this 
semester- we felt like we needed the change 
- ard monthly [as a magazine) during the 
summer. 
We receive our~ from a student levy 
(that's you) rollected every semester at 
registration, ard from local ard national 
adv~ reveJUJe. 
The Other Press is a member of the Canadian 
University Press, a rooperative of student 
newspapers from a<ltl$ Canada. We claim to 
adhere to CUP's Stalement of Common 
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more single-parent homes, the lack 
of support for these single-parents 
will gain more media attention. In 
the meantime, single-parents must 
suffer in the bureaucratic night-
mare that is the government or try 
to salvage a living in an otherwise 
unsympathetic society. 
Being from a single-parent home, 
I realize the tremendous pressure 
and stress that single mothers must 
endure. Luckily, my mother was 
able to work and support my 
brother and I without social 
assistance. To hear of mothers that 
are brave enough to care for their 
children and try to get an educa-
tion is truly remarkable. I know 
that there are single mothers here 
on campus, but I did not know the 
extent of the difficulties they 
encounter. 
I don't know what the ultimate 
solution to these hardships is. 
Prirciples and Code of Ethics, but we're not sure 
what that means. 
The Other Press reserves the right to croase 
what to publish,ard what not to publish. We 
don't publish anything racist, sexist or 
tomophobic. If you have any quibbles with 
what we croase, maybe you should get your 
lazy butt down here ard help. 
Coordinating Staff 
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Reaching for the help single 
mothers need is the beginning, but 
we must find ways to provide the 
help they are reaching for. Writing 
articles to highlight the need is a 
good step in providing the all-
important assistance. Being aware 
is certainly important, and Barbara 
has done that in a very positive 
fashion. 
Once again, the women's issue 
of the OP has provided some 
wonderful articles and points of 
view (although, I wish you would 
include those great covers like you 
have in the past!). It is paramount 
to highlight the social (and eco-
nomic) injustices in a student 
paper. Hell, where else is it going 
to be displayed? 
Keep up the tireless efforts! 
Simon Fulber 
CUP Liaison -Julia Cornester 
cup@op.douglas.bc.az 
Distribution - Barbara Kinley-Hubert (acting) 
Features- Arthur Hanks 
fratures@cp.douglas .bc.ca 
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news@op.douglas.bc.az 
Opinion and Editorial - Elijah Bak (acting) 
opinions@op.douglas.bc.az 
Photography- Eric Milner 
photo@op.douglas.bc.az 
Production- Jessica Fish 
production_co@op.douglas.bc.ca 
Systems Operator- Michael Pierre 
op_web@op.douglas.bc.az 
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People reallY like usl 
Who? The Editor, Coordinating 
Staff and Contributors. 
What? Congratulations for 
publishing an interesting, informa-
tive, articulate paper touching on 
many timely topics. 
When? Every week!!! 
Where? Where else-but Douglas 
College! 
Why? are congratulations in 
order? Because all of you deserve 
a pat on the back and a thank you 
for publishing a paper that is 
definitely worth reading. 
Evelyn Harvey 
Ass.essment Centre 
Contributors 
Doug Whitlow, Jason Kurylo, Brian Kraus, Cy 
Meeks, Sarah Schmidt, Samer ''We hail you 
oh great and wonderful NBC2B" Muscati, 
John Vincent, Christopher Bonnalle, Michele 
L Gray, Cythia Ashton Styles, Byrun 
Stedmann on Civ, and Mouse. 
Employees 
Advertising - John Morash 
ad@op.douglas.bc.ca 
Bookkeeping- David Sussman 
general@op.douglas.bc.az 
Production Resource- Trent Ernst 
production@bp.douglas.bc.az 
Editorial Resource - Corene McKay 
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News 
rop in applicants a mystery 
universities fretting 
• lPPilea to Ontario universities for 
September has dropped by 
from last year. 
Northern universities in particu-
show a significant drop in 
- ·nnlliroont<,___Thunder Bay'S 
,.,.,..,,~ .. r~ University reported a 
drop, Laurentian University in 
a 15.8% drop, and 
to Nipissing Univer-
in North Bay dropped 8.6%. 
administrators of these 
a 1StiituttiOI1S cannot agree on why 
numbers are not only down, 
at their lowest point in nine 
'1'm not sure if tuition fees make 
big deal. Students may not be 
because of tuition. [But] 
may be deterred by the panic 
-.,,,,fori in the media about tuition 
said David Marshall, 
• ·re:;id,ent of Nipissing University. 
Nipissing could become the first 
-·~;.,,,~,; ... ,at which more than half 
of its revenue, 52%, comes from 
tuition fees if the president's 
recommendation to increase 
tuition fees by ten percent is 
passed by their board of governors 
at an upcoming meeting. 
But Robert Rosehart, president 
of Lakehead University, says it 
would be irresponsible to ignore 
tuition fee hikes as a key variable. 
'1 can't ignore the fact that the 
difference from last year to this 
year is a 20% increase in tuition 
fees," said Rosehart. "20% in one 
year is pretty traumatic." 
The 20% fee increase for the 
1996--97 school year marked the 
largest single-year increase ever in 
Ontario. 
While Rosehart sees a link 
between tuition and applications, 
many people involved in post 
secondry education say there is no 
positive proof that higher tuition 
fees make universities unaccessi-
ble. 
One study into the relationship, 
conducted by York University 
between 1991 and 1994, linked 
rising tuition fees to the significant 
decline in undergraduate students 
from low-income families. 
In 1991, an estimated 17% of 
York undergraduates came from 
families whose income was less 
than $20 000. By the 1994-95 
academic year, the number had 
dropped to ten percent, the study 
shows. 
Nevertheless, Greg Marcotte, 
executive director of the applica-
tion centre, says it is too early to 
discern a negative trend or con-
clude that economics are at play. 
''Nobody has done any empirical 
research to say there's a correla-
tion. There's no evidence, anecdo-
tal or empirical, so I can't confirm 
it or deny," said Marcotte, pointing 
to demographic trends, some 
students delaying entrance to 
university so they can work to 
finance their education and others 
entering the less-expensive college 
system to explain the decline. 
But Coline Gardhouse, a guid- · 
ance counsellor at Riverdale 
Collegiate, a high school in a 
working-class neighbourhood in 
Toronto, says students are aware of 
rising fees and do not apply to 
university as a result. 
''They're scared of them." said 
Gardhouse. "We see it here. The 
kids of the unemployed or the 
working poor are just not going or 
they're delaying it.. .. We're saying, 
'As long as you have the money, · 
you can come to university.' That is 
wrong." If> 
oing for the overseas gold 
oreign students bring in the bucks to university coffers 
OTTAWA (CUP)- Canadian 
;.,, ... ";,,.;,., must attract more rich 
students if they want to 
their high quality of 
top federal officials told 
·~;,m~i•~· and college presidents 
week. 
The government has launched a 
campaign to recruit foreign 
by easing medical criteria, 
by marketing Canada's 
system abroad, Prime 
Jean Chretien and Interna-
Trade Minister Art Eggleton 
a meeting of the Association of 
,v,.,r ... •n•.,. and Colleges in 
onMarch5. 
''The export of educational 
and services is big business 
Canada," Chretien said in a 
to the academics. ''We have 
continue to work together to 
that Canada's recruitment 
According to a recent govern-
study, foreign student 
in 1994-95 contrib-
and represented about 
000 jobs. 
With universities as one of the 
beneficiaries, Eggleton says 
foreign students are a good 
for public education institu-
to generate alternative 
of revenue against a 
rop of declining domestic 
enrollment and budgetary 
:uu:>ac11.s. The revenue would help 
the $7-billion in federal cuts 
social transfer payments for the 
· earmarked in large part 
education. 
As part of the initiatives, the 
government will try to make 
Canadian universities more 
competitive with those in Aus-
tralia, Britain, France and the 
United States by modifying 
medical procedures on student 
visas. A pilot project beginning in 
Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia 
and Mexico will streamline 
medical examinations so that 
students examined in their own 
country of origin will no longer 
require a Canadian test. 
Eggleton says the government is 
also exploring the possibility of 
establishing new education 
resource centres abroad to promote 
Canada's education system and 
recruit students. The new centres 
would be based in the Arabian 
Peninsula, South Africa, Columbia, 
Russia, the United States and 
Germany. 
Canada has already opened 
seven centres in major Asian 
capitals, and will open three new 
ones later this year in India, China 
and Mexico. 
''While Canada is holding its 
own in the international education 
marketplace in places where we 
market effectively, there is a 
widespread view that we could be 
doing much more," said Eggleton. 
''The market is not, however, 
sitting waiting for us. We need to 
hone our marketing skills and 
move with a sense of urgency. We 
face fierce competition." 
And to determine how education 
providers and government can best 
work together in marketing 
Canada's education system, the 
government is organizing two 
national conferences in May to 
form joint strategies. The govern-
ment will also be training new 
foreign officers to promote Cana-
dian education interests abroad, 
and is helping to develop a CD-
ROM with Internet capabilities 
containing information on over 80 
schools with audio and visual 
campus tours. 
Steve Wilson, chairperson for the 
National Graduate Council; a 
group representing graduate 
students, says he is concerned the 
new government initiatives view 
foreign students simply as com-
modities. 
He says that in the past, foreign 
students used to be recruited to 
"improve the scholarly environ-
ment at universities," but these 
days they are seen as merely a 
"cash-grab" to bankroll Canada's 
financially strapped and deterio-
rating universities and colleges. 
Foreign students can pay as high 
as $18 000 each year for an engi-
neering degree at the University of 
Waterloo and $10 600 for any 
undergraduate degree at York 
University, while the average 
university tuition fee last year for 
Canadian students was $2700. 
''We're not attempting to attract 
the brightest students, but only 
those who can afford to pay," said 
Wilson. ''We're looking toward 
international students to solve the 
fiscal problems of our education 
system." 
The new initiatives follow the 
January ''Team Canada" trade 
mission to Asia where representa-
tives of 50 Canadian educational 
institutions travelled abroad to 
promote the countries educational 
system. After the business sector, 
education was the second largest 
group in the delegation. If> 
Bruce is back! 
by DOuglas Whitlow 
The week began with War Chief Ernie still on the stand. Ernie continued 
where he had left off on Friday, 
and attempted to apologize to the 
defendants for becoming an 
informant. He told the court he 
had a family to support and was 
just looking out for himself. 
Once again, the former War Chief 
appeared extremely nervous as he 
was questioned regarding the 
evidence he had supplied to the 
police. When asked if he had 
carried a weapon while in the 
camp, he said he probably did. He 
then went on to say that he had 
indeed carried one, but only to 
protect himself. 
Ernie's poor command of the 
English language had everyone in 
the visitors' gallery breaking into 
loud bursts of laughter, whereupon 
the deputies ordered them to "keep 
it down." 
The main topic of discussion 
throughout the week was ''When is 
Bruce Oark coming?" Finally, on 
Thursday the ex-lawyer and present 
prison inmate appeared as a 
witness for the defense. While 
staying in Surrey, Oark will be a 
guest at the Surrey Pre-trial Center 
along with Ignace and Pita wan 
Akwat. The "knowledgeable" Oark 
will not be able to address the jury 
on any legal matters or other points 
of law and must refer only to 
matters that were discussed by him 
and his former clients before or 
during the standoff. 
Once the bald-headed and 
outrageously bespectacled Oark 
took the witness stand, he immedi-
ately began a long and boring tirade 
on what a great lawyer and law 
student he had once been. He went 
on to explain how the native people 
of Canada were incapable of 
addressing their land claims 
themselves and how only he could 
do this for them. This is exactly 
what the old Colonial Powers told 
First Nations people for centuries 
and now Mr. Oark has assumed the 
role of an Indian Agent to continue 
the work that his British predeces-
sors started hundreds of years ago. 
In other news, BC Attorney 
General Ujjal Dosanjh's lawyers 
successfully argued that his 
presence was not required at the 
trial. This did not surprise anyone, 
but many people present are now 
convinced that there is a double 
standard in the court system 
whereby a select group of officials 
are exempt from the law. 
George Wool and his clients 
ended their defense proceedings by 
calling two expert witnesses to the 
stand on behalf of Joseph Ignace. 
The two women, Dr. Christine 
Loock and Dr. Julianne Conry, ilre 
specialists in the field of Fetal 
Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) and other 
diseases of the brain. They both 
described Joseph Ignace as being 
the worst case of FAS they have · 
ever examined and said he has the 
mental capacity of a six-year old 
boy. They went on to say that he is 
incapable of making rational 
decisions and often concocts untrue 
stories which he believes are true. 
Joseph is charged with attempted 
murder and weapons offenses. ~ 
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If you want a good job, you need a good education. The B.C. Government can help 
you get the training you need. 
We're guaranteeing 2,900 more spaces for every qualified student this year. 
We're also freezing tuition fees again, when most provinces are seeing increases of up 
to 20%. And we've increased Student Financial Assistance, making it available to 
• more students than ever before. Want to know more? Call 1 800 784-0055 or visit www.youth.gov.bc.ca BRITISH COLUMBIA 
OPinion 
Missing Link: Part.ll 
by Michele L. Gray 
October 21, 1982 
My dear Louise, 
I'm sure that after all these 
years, you are shocked to hear 
from me. I am still unsure of what 
has kept us apart, but I'd like to 
bridge the gap for a moment while 
I share something with you. This 
is very hard for me and I hope you 
can try to understand my situa-
tion. 
When I was nmeteen, I spent the 
summer with my aunt and uncle 
in Montana. Do you remember 
Aunt Sarah and Uncle Tom? 
Anyway, my parents wanted to be 
sure that I knew more of the world 
than my little town, so they sent 
me off to expand my knowledge. 
While I was in Montana, I helped 
Tom on the farm and we got along 
well. I found a part-time job in 
town working out of a local 
merchandise shop and managed to 
save up some money. At the end of 
the summer, I asked Sarah if I 
could stay and use some of my 
earnings to pay my board. De-
lighted to have me around, she 
said yes. 
One day, while I was doing a 
delivery for the store, I met a very 
pretty lady by the name of 
Catherine Louise Andrews. She 
was the most precious thing I had 
ever laid my small-town eyes on. 
She had soft blonde hair that 
curled up around her face, and the 
most beautiful brown eyes you 
could ever imagine. When she 
spoke, time seemed to stop and her 
voice was so sweet I could make 
honey from it. To this day, I still 
have the order form from that 
delivery. 
After seeing this woman I would 
find reasons to talk to her and be 
places where she would be just so I 
could see her red, pouty lips. I 
began to eat, sleep, dream, and live 
Catherine Louise Andrews. 
One day, I managed to strike up 
a conversation wHh her, and when 
I asked to take her for an ice cream 
cone, she miraculously agreed. I 
could not believe it. I was floating 
on air. Here I was, just a common 
young man, and I was escorting 
the prettiest girl in town to the ice 
cream parlour. 
She ate so delicately that I was 
awed by her completely. We talked 
of our families, my mob and my 
home in Estevan, Saskatchewan. 
She told me of her music tutor and 
her hopes to become a dancer. 
Although we both knew it was not 
likely that she would become a 
dancer, I marvelled in the idea of it 
and I dramatized it for her. She 
was perfect; she was everything I 
had dreamt her to be. Luckily for 
me, her wealthy upbringing had 
not spoiled her. 
After the ice cream, I could think 
of nothing but Catherine. 
We met two days later for lunch. 
Third installment next week ... 
~.mum1•~••• ................................................................ .. 
About four years ago, Billy had an 
incident where two snowboarders 
went into the Australian Gully and 
found themselves in dire straits. "One 
guy walked out," said Billy, but the 
avalanche conditions prevented 
Search and Rescue from going in 
and attempting to save the other. As 
Search and Rescue operates on a risk 
basis, operations are stalled if a 
volunteer's life could be taken. 
Consequently, the second 
snowboarder never made it out of the 
gully. 
Many snowboarders have horror 
stories to tell about being alone in the 
backcounlly. One in particular was 
posted on the 'ride of the week' link of 
Blackcomb's website. On March 24, 
1992, a snowboarder indicated to 
others on the mountain that he knew 
of some particular "awesome rock 
drops, powder chutes, and log slides." 
A trusting snowboanier decided to 
follow him. He relates a traumatizing 
experience. "I shouted ahead to the 
other riders but my loudest shouts 
were sucked up by the trees and the 
snow. They could have been fifty feet 
away and not heani me. I was alone. I 
was lost. .. J pictured myself laying in 
the snow dead with my Sims board on 
my feel" 
Situations like this are typical 
within the snowboarding crowd. The 
author of this experience ended up 
boarding down to the lower road in 
the villagE.L-almost 8 miles from 
where he had set off. This story has 
become almost cliche at Blackcomb. 
Unlike skiing, which has been traced back to 2000 BC, snowboarding is a new 
sport. It is associated with surfing 
and skateboarding in that the 
rider's hips are positioned parallel 
with the board. The concept of 
snowboarding began to really take 
off in the late eighties when 
companies like Burton, Sims, and 
Kemper started manufacturing 
boards. Now, snowboarding is 
growing in massive proportions not 
only in British Columbia, but all 
over the world. 
Surprisingly, even though 
snowboarding is now a serious sport, 
its induction onto the ski hills is often 
greeted with hostility. USA's National 
Ski Patrol has changed its guidelines 
to incorporate snowboarding into its 
ranks, but some mountains are 
hesitant to allow patrollers to work 
on snowboards. The arguments are 
that snowboards don't work as well 
as skis in avalanche conditions, and 
that long flat stretches are problems 
when both feet are bolted to a board. 
But it comes down to prejudice. Jack 
STUDENTS SPRING SKI OFFER 
$52* 
Per Person 
·Quad Ocwpancy 
lnclude.J: 
Accommodation 
Uft 1ick.t to Aptx 
sieaidasr 
Dinner 
SKI APEX WITH AN OVERNIGHT STAY 
BREAKFAST & DINNER INCLUDED 
3U Martin Street, Penlic1D11, BC, Cal\ada V2A 5K7 
25U92·3600 loll 1M 1·10D·&e5-2221 Ia 251) 492·~01 
Mason, president of the National Ski 
Patrol and ski-patrol director at 
Wmter Park Ski Resort in Colorado, 
said, "we know that our clientele 
wouldn't feel right about being 
treated in a medical situation by a 
snowboard rider." However, growing 
in popularity is the opinion that there 
are drawbacks to all types of equip-
ment. Ultimately, the actual perform-
ance of the patrollers is the determin-
ing factor, not what they ride. 
Just last June, 1996, Alpine Mead-
ows in Northern California lifted its 
ban on snowboarding. Heralded as 
"the one unspoiled place left in 
Tahoe, a place for skiers, and ONLY 
skiers," the mountain's policy to 
restrict boarders stemmed from, 
again, rather prejudiced viewpoints: 
snowboarders are young, rude kids 
who mess up the snow; 
snowboarders are completely out of 
control. It comes down to a clash of 
culture carving up the same moun-
tain. 
Skiers and snowboarders occupy 
two totally different worlds. Typi-
cally, snowboarders are 15-23 years 
in age, while skiers are 23--45. And 
the ratio to men and women who ski 
is more or less even, while the 
majority of snowboarders are young 
men. Many females enjoy boarding, 
but are somewhat overshadowed by 
the enthusiasm guys pump into it. 
Technically speaking, skiers take 
...... ,. 
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• &lbjec;l to availability 
plain old "jumps," while boarders hit 
''blindside alley oops." Skiers 
converse in poised, regular English. If 
you're a core boarder, you talk like, 
"dude, I was, like, riding duck down 
the fork, just rippen it up. Seeerious 
powder, dude. I totally boned out a 
method, stuck out the landing-
goofy style. I'm catching the most 
awesome, fattest airs ... " Due to this 
miscommunication, many skiers feel 
that snowboarders are immature and 
reckless. 
a fakey in the snowboard park 
doesn't mean they can handle the 
backcountry." Not only does Kerr 
perceive an absence of measured 
skill, but he also notices that many 
snowboarders are unwilling to 
listen. 
Last Satuniay, March 1, 1997, 
Cypress Bowl received a beautiful360 
em of new snow at its base. However, 
the avalanche conditions were so high 
that parts of the groomed runs were 
designated as hazardous. Kerr 
remembers standing beside the Sky 
Chair- Cypress's highest lift, and 
noticing a snowboarder followed by 
his tracks that extended back into the 
trees. '1 said to the guy, 1ook, are you 
totally nuts? How many warnings do 
you need before you're sent home in a 
body bag?"'~ 
Rob Kerr, from Cypress Ski Patrol, thinks snowboarders should assess 
their skill before going out of 
boundary. "Snowboarders," he 
says, "should get a grip on their 
abilities. Just because they can pull 
Sarah Blyth 
United Snowboards: Sarah Blyth 
At 24, Sarah Blyth is an unusual case study. Snow and 
skate boarders in Vancouver are hampered by prejudice 
and stereotype: they're lazy punks either on UI or 
welfare, they're into drugs and booze and parties, they're 
rude and disrespectful. As a result, city hall doesn't 
interact warmly with Issues regarding them. So when 
Blyth's Clubhouse, an indoor skateboard club on Clark 
Drive, got shut down last year, her future out looks 
working as an advocate for her dan diminished- that is, 
until she became manager for United Snowboards. 
"I'll always be 21. Once I was old enough to get across 
the border, I stayed 21. I can't imagine myself getting any 
older than that," says Blyth. Staying young for Blyth 
translates into being there for her beloved skaters and 
boarders. But the closing of her Clubhouse has enraged 
Blyth- because the closure demonstrated how popular 
opinion is sometimes stronger than fact. 
"The Clubhouse was dosed basically because of peo{'le's 
perception of skaters, that they do a lot of drugs, get drunk 
and act like idiots. And we were also in a bad area, lots of 
after-hours going on. So ... the city decided to shut us 
down," says Blyth, temporarily despondent. 
Partly by luck, mostly because of her savvy in the 
snowboarding realm, Blyth was scooped up by United 
Snowboards, a Vancouver-based snowboarding outfit 
notorious for its hard-core riders. Blyth's new job involves 
organizing their sponsored snowboarders to go riding and 
promote United Snowboard products. "What I do is 
basically make sure everyone's having fun, while at the 
same time our products are being tested and are getting 
out there to the public." (> 
We're right on the comer Ofler expires at the end of 1!}96197 ski season 
of Nanaimo Avenue and Martin Street 
in-Downtown ~enticlon . 
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Baroque music catapults us into the 17th century ... 
Noon at New West 
by Cynthia Ashton Styles 
The tinkling tones of the harpsichord and mellow voice of the viol catapulted 
us into the 17th century when Nan 
Mackie and Valerie Weeks took the 
stage at a recent Noon at New 
Westminster concert. Both Mackie 
and Weeks are well-known on the 
international early music scene. 
This Baroque Duo gave a lively 
reading of works by J.S. Bach and 
M. Marais on instruments which 
were the forerunners of today's 
cello and piano. 
Nan Mackie's viol gave a warm 
and sonorous quality to the ground 
(bass notes) in Bach's Sonata for 
Viola da gamba and harpsichord, 
with its demanding passages for 
viol, and both musicians added a 
special flourish to the 'Grand 
Ballet' in Marais' 'Suite in A 
Minor.' This ballet would have 
' 
been danced by members of the 
royal family and courtiers at the 
court of Versailles, complete with 
lace frills and white powdered 
wigs-for the men as well as for 
the women! (In view of these 
ancient splendours it was a little 
dissappointing that Ms. Weeks 
chose to wear trousers-very un-
seventeenth century attire for · 
women.) 
Musically, however, Weeks 
seemed right at home as she 
revelled in the variety of dance 
movements from Rameau's 'Suite 
in E Minor,' from the gracious 
ornarnentation of the 'Allemande' 
and the intricate imitative harmo-
nies of the 'Rappel des Oiseaux 
(Birdcalls)' right through to the fast 
fingering of the final fast dance 
movement-'Tambourin.' 
Between the two of them, 
Mackie and Weeks succeeded in 
transporting us into an age when 
musical virtuosity in live perform-
ance was everything and no one 
had ever heard of a recording 
studio-and people rose to that 
challenge! 
Next on stage in the Noon at 
New Westminster Series will be the 
Vancouver Guitar Quartet, of 
which Douglas College's own 
guitar instructor, Michael Strutt, is 
a member. Having a quartet of 
guitars makes it possible to 
perform unusual pieces or adapta-
tions of regular works for guitar 
and this promises to be an exciting 
program. The other members of 
the quartet are Alan Rinehart, 
Indrasani Mursalim and Paul 
MacDermott. They will perform 
Thursday, March 13, in the Per-
forming Arts Theatre, starting at 
12:30 pm. There is no charge for 
admission and students and 
faculty from all departments are 
invited to attend. ~ 
It's jokers to the right in Funny Pages, a comical look at mainstream conservatism. 
The Douglas College Theatre and Stagecraft departments and visiting director Robert Metcalfe 
poke fun at the media and corporations in a play about a corporate takeover of a small, 
conservative, BC-based magazine. 
Written by former Alberta Report editor Frank Moher, Funny Pages will be in the DC 
Performing Arts Theatre March 14--22 (no shows Mont:lay). Tickets are $5 for students and 
seniors, $10 general admission. 
U2 can have bliss for $13.97 
by Jason Kurylo 
First things first. I would like to 
apologize to everyone, and specifi-
cally to Yvette of Mollies Revenge, 
for an overzealous editing job last 
issue. One of our extremely 
overworked and overtired copy 
editors accidentally changed her 
title from "frontgrrl" to "frontgirl," 
which of course is what we call in 
the business a no no. I personally 
have nothing but respect and 
admiration for Yvette, who is an 
incredibly talented musician and a 
sparkling human being to boot. 
Once again, sorry. 
Well, recently I mentioned I 
wasn' t crazy excited for tix to the 
new U2 concert. I have to admit the 
main reason I'm not all nuts to go 
is the price. $50 a pop just ain't cool 
when I've got to pay for me AND 
my grrl, expecially when she just 
ain't a fan o' the band. Too bad, 
too, 'coz these Dubliners are pretty 
much the only band around that 
truly works in the arena format, 
and I'm sure TicketBastard will go 
bankrupt without the $5 per ticket 
service charge for my pair. 
I did however pick up Pop the 
other day, and have, after careful 
deliberation, decided it's absolutely 
fucking brilliant stuff. Just like the 
opening single, 'Discotheque,' the 
album as a whole both plays on the 
trends in club music and just plain 
sounds great. 
Anyone wishing their lyrics 
would go back to the superserious, 
a la 'MLK' or 'Sunday Bloody 
Sunday' will still be disappointed 
on this front. However, anyone 
with an open mind will be more 
than pleased. 'If god will send his 
angels,' for example, gives the 
great couplet 
"Jesus never let me down you 
know Jesus used to show me the 
score I then they put Jesus in show 
business now it's hard to get in the 
door." 
I've found most folks' com-
plaints about U2 all sound the 
same: <whine mode on> "Why 
can't this album sound like the 
Joshua Tree??" Well, for the first 
time in my life, I think Tom 
Harrison is right; music fans today 
suck rocks. When the Beatles and 
the Stones were at their zenith, fans 
desperately waited for the next 
album, to see what they would do ... 
how would they be different ... where 
would they stop? Now, the public 
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don't want to be challenged; they 
want to watch reruns. 
The fact is, Pop uses every trick 
from every musical book out there, 
and is as good as any album 
released in the nineties. It's differ-
ent, and won't please everyone, but 
damn is it good for me. In a few 
spots (most notably the lead riff for 
'Mofo'), it sounds like Pop picks up 
where the 'Hold Me Thrill Me Kiss 
Me Kill Me' single left off. But like 
a similar version of an old software 
package, it's a radical departure 
with the same framework as 
before. Bono even sports a salt and 
pepper bitchin' goatee in the liner 
notes. 
The best thing about this whole 
Popmart thing? The boys are 
obviously having fun. They realize 
how bloated their celebrity is, and 
how ridiculous the whole routine 
can be. They display their distaste 
for the idolatry on Discotheque's 
'bside,' 'Holy Joe,' and ask in 
'Please,' ''Please ... get off your 
knees." 
The funny thing is, if they keep 
on producing radio format-
breaking albums like -this, they'll 
just have more true music fans 
leaning down in their honour. ~ 
This Ragged Place 
Terry Glavin 
New Star Books 
by Trent Ernst 
I f you were to read differ-ent passages of Terry Glavin's latest book to blind 
men, each would come away with 
a different opinion of what he 
writes about. He writes about fish, 
one would say; he writes about the 
environment, would say another. 
No, he is a writer of history, would 
say the third, or a teller of people's 
stories. 
But like the elephant that is more 
than the sum of its parts, so too 
Glavin's writing is in touch with 
something deeper than the issues 
he deals with and the people he 
meets. And what he writes about 
can be summed up in two simple 
letters: BC. 
Glavin, who was raised in New 
Westminster, spends his time 
jumping from issue to issue-
history, geography, fisheries 
(mis)rnanagement, environmental 
concerns, Native issues-but every 
story he tells, every person he 
meets, every issue he deals with, is 
rooted in the land that he calls 
home. 
There is a power and a poetry in 
the words he uses, in the stories he 
tells; his simple, easygoing style 
engages the reader, and gently 
provokes them into looking at the 
issues, at the people, and at the 
landscape he writes about, from a 
different perspective. 
This Ragged Place is a collection 
of essays, most of which have been 
previously published in the Georgia 
Straight. ' 
The first essay, 'The Skeena Run,' 
introduces the reader to BC the 
way many people in the past first 
glimpsed this land: by train. 
Starting in Jasper, Glavin's narra-
tive stearns across the landscape, 
pausing every once in a while to 
introduce us to the places and the 
people and the history of the land 
he passes. By the time the train 
reaches Prince Rupert, the reader is 
fully immersed in the province and 
Glavin's rolling lyrical prose. 
Glavin doesn't demand your 
attention, as some authors do. But 
his haunting stories and the images 
he captures call the reader back. 
His writing seduces the readers in 
much the same way the landscape 
seduces; quietly; completely. 
He doesn't force his world view on 
the reader, though you can certainly 
get a sense of his biases. He holds up 
issues, people, events in the light 
and allows people to view the good 
and the bad in our province. 
Sometimes his soft, (usually) 
dispassionate tone is at odds with 
the often horrific events that he 
describes. For example 'From the 
Old Rice Mill to Annieville Drift' 
revisits the fishery crisis of 1992, 
when the seine fishers overfished 
while the Fisheries Council of BC 
cried Indian poaching. The event 
strained relationships between 
Native and non-Native fishers to 
near riotous levels, all in the name of 
corporate profit. In a similar vein, 
the daily transgressions against 
Natives that Provincial Judge 
Cunliffe Barnett fought so hard to 
put an end to in his 25 year career 
are detailed in 'Last Day in Alexis 
Creek.' 
Simply put, this book is a wonder 
and a delight to read. Glavin not 
only captures the BC spirit, he revels 
in it. Sure, he points to the failings of 
the past, but only to admonish, and 
to make sure that we don't make the 
same mistakes again.~ 
The Other Press 
needs a distribution 
coordinator. Candi-
dates must own their 
own vehicle 
(insured and 
drivable ... legally), 
and be willing to pick 
up and drop off pa-
pers at ridiculous 
hours of the day and/ 
or night. Work in-
volves distributing 
papers on and off 
campus, and making 
sure that racks re-
mained stocked 
throughout the week. 
For your troubles, 
,$50 an issue plus 
gas. If you are a 
reliable person with a 
reliable vehicle, we 
want to talk to you. 
Call 525-3542, or 
stop by room 1020, 
New West Campus. 
The Other Press. 
Join the conspiracy. 
Paul Slarer, baasistSimof\ Oliver 
and dnunmer Steve Oliver. 
"How a:bout'SOmeMachine Head Immediately I noticett-that Simon 
tohelpkeepthatrrietalbalfa -4 : Oliverwastri~ionofa 
rollin'?" roared.Gigantor, l<ing of "'' U~gendary Rickenbacker bass, a 
the Uriholy,. from ips blackened virtUal grail of i:ristruinents 
pulpit. Gtgantor was preparing to ~· (anyone re:men;:i!rer Geddy ~?) 
spin yet more of his dru:kened :mu!h whiCh alWays bOdes wetl for a: 
ical offerings to the enthusiastic , 'ballc.h~ ~rm,anOO. 
crowd of~eadbangers g~thered ~~r ···•· As ~ey launched into tp.eir set, 
the Februaly 26 debut of ''Meta~ ·····' · ' Sir :Hedgehog,proved right away 
Night" ~t Oub Paradise in New that my initiru predictions were . 
Westrninstei. ·.... ' ' 
Gigantorralso).mQwn to lesser ··· 
mortals as J.J., is one· of'the semi-
regular hosts of GTR' s 
Powerchord show, one of the few 
all-metal radio programs broadcast 
to the slavering, metal-hungry 
masses of the Lower Mainland. 
Along with regular hosts Metal 
Ron and Gerald Rattlehead, and 
serru-regular host Qwayne pam-
age; Gigantor ahd his Poweiatoid 
legions' storming of the gat~ of ,, 
Paradise will hopefully be but the 
first of many nights of oram-Jarrml!: 
heaviness. 
An excellent selection of local 
acts performed that night, includ-
ing Tendonitis; Sir Hedgehog (a 
~Of!~e -~e!); .~!1'1. th~~~t § ... 
winner of the'"Indie 'Battle of thet 
< ·~;. .~· ·.,. .·', .. •Y·X. • 
~ds' '97" at St;udabakers, " 
Aberration. - "t· ·•• 
,_} Wand~,a~ Ute mghtbegan,. · 
, through throngS oflonghairs clad Hedgehog displayed an amazing 
tnderiip;\:.andleather (Saxon would range of technical proficiency, 
have ~ep~ withJ>ride), I managed creating a great ambient, '70's 
to comerGer~d Rattlehead and inspired groove combined with 
inquireabput.~ thQ'Ughts on the energetic Cornellesque vocals by 
event. An aU~:roUhd nice guy, he Fairley. This is what Cib'Sin 
repli~ "So far it's pretty good. Cathedral would sound · · 
We've got a fairly good turnout, . would just lighten up a 
and I think it's going to be a great, Among their vast <>Vlrotln,.,.+iM. 
show. Hopefully we can keep •M et~t!real soundljcapes, 
doing this, since it's the only time ' ~'Om Sir Hedge~pg's nP1rtn1rm,,.nl' 
to a and hear ~'' included 'Hobo'/ ' : 
heroes Aberration. Vocalist/ 
guitarist Derek Hayden, guitarist/ 
vocalist Andrew Wien, bassist Eric 
Nord and d~:~~;~~N took to the! 
'ijoly Ghost,' and .. . ... , er of ··· • ··. ptetiSi<m 
stage. 
<;A.I.l""'"~'"+'! Deliver-
• · . . ·. ·· ~!!pst Duncan 
Smith, bassistRarldy,Vencek and 
dnun.xner Jesse Birch bludgeoned 
·th~ audience with a pumrnell.ing 
set of ra~ .;nd ,E!xtreme death metal 
which, judging by the hair-flying 
stageside, elicited a great crowd 
response. 
Pilrple' s 'Into the Fii·e:''While they 
did not evoke the same kind of 
energetic, headbanging response as 
Tendonitis, Sir drew in a 
Tendonitis is unique in this genre 
of music in that they are purely 
instrumental, relying upon brutal, 
low-end riffing mixed with a 
battery of percussion to send the 
senses reeling. A very tight act, 
Tendonitis displayed some wicked 
rhythms, although it was some-
what disappointing that the bass 
was drowned out by feedback. 
Overall though, despite this minor 
complaint, the sheer aggression 
and utter mayhem of their set was 
impressive. 
Why work for peanUts 
when· you can sell them? 
After a good half an hour 
onstage, Tendonitis wound down. 
''It was a great response tonight," 
claimed Smith, who cites influ-
ences like Suffocation, Cannibal 
Corpse, Cryptopsy, and Broken 
Hope, amongst others. "Things 
have really improved for this kind 
of music since 1994. That was a bad 
year for death metal. Right now, 
though, the underground scene is 
really growing and there's a lot of 
great bands out there." 
Tendonitis currently has an 
untitled demo out on an independ-
entlabel. 
Next to take to the stage was Sir 
Hedgehog, including frontman/ 
vocalist Jonas Fairley, guitarist 
Starting your own business. is one way to guarantee yourself a job this summer. 
If you're a full-time student returning to school this fall and legally entitled to work in Canada, the Student Business Loans 
Program, part of the government of Canada's Student Summer job Action program, is offering loans of up to $3,000 
to help you start a business. 
Details are available at any branch of the Business Development Bank of Canada, Human Resource Centres of Canada, 
Human Resource Centres of Canada for Students, any branch of the Royal Bank of Canada or the National Bank of Canada. 
just come to us with your idea, and we'll see what we can do about putting you to work for someone you really like. You. 
••• 
Dftaloppament des 
reMOUF'CM humaiNa C.nadl 
Call toll-free: 1 8881NFO BDC (463-6232). 
")r-~ • ......., DeYelopment Bank of C.noda ~ -de~tduc.nado .. ~!,!9NAL BAHQUE .......,. NATIONALE ail! ROYAL BANK !S' BANQUE ROYALE 
Canada 
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Sports 
DC basketball 
teams bring home bronze 
0 n Thursday, February 27, the Douglas College Royals men's basketball 
team headed to Malaspina Univer-
sity College in Nanaimo for the 
BCCAA Provincial Champion-
ships. Douglas entered the tourna-
ment as sixth seed, after an 8-10 
regular season. The Royals' first 
game was against the third-
ranked Trinity Western Univer-
sity Spartans. A closely-played 
first half saw the Spartans ahead 
34-30 at the break. The begin-
ning of the second half belonged 
to the Royals' Alex Zabori. The 
second-year forward scored 12 
of Douglas' first 16 second half 
points, to give Douglas a 50-40 
lead. Trinity fought back in the 
dying minutes to close the lead 
to 62-61, but nine straight points 
down the stretch clinched a 71-
61 victory for Douglas. Team 
captain Zabori led the Royals 
with 18 points and was named 
player of the game, while Lee 
Craven chipped in 12 points. 
On Friday, February 28, the 
Royals faced their toughest test 
of the season, as they faced the 
number one ranked Malaspina 
University College Mariners. The 
first half started poorly for the 
Royals, as Malaspina scored 11 
unanswered points to take an early 
lead. It took Douglas nearly four 
minutes to score their first basket, 
as the Mariners' relentless defense 
continued. Malaspina took a 43-23 
lead to the break. The Royals came 
out in the second half ready to cut 
in to the lead, but it was not to be, 
as Malaspina continued to pressure 
the Royals. Despite a valiant effort 
by the Royals, they fell 80-56. 
Leading the way for the Royals 
was player of the game Craven, 
with 14 points, while Ravi Duhra 
and Dave Shannon had six points 
each off the bench. 
On Saturday, March 1, the 
Royals faced the fifth-ranked 
University College of the Cariboo 
Sun Demons in the bronze medal 
match. The game started with a 
flurry from the Royals who took an 
early ll-4lead. The rest of the half 
belonged to Royals forward Lee 
Craven. Craven was unstoppable 
as he scored 23 points in the first 
half, helping to give Douglas a 38-
31lead at the half. The second half 
saw both teams trade scoring runs, 
but in the end the Royals prevailed 
83-65, giving them the bronze 
medal. Leading the way for 
Douglas was player of the game 
Lee Craven (31 points, 11 re-
bounds), while veteran guard Carl 
Lewis played his best defensive 
game of the season and also added 
12 points. 
The Douglas College Women's 
Basketball team travelled to 
Abbotsford to compete in the 
BCCAA basketball championships 
to see who would represent BC in 
the CCAA championships to be 
held at SFU later this month. 
Douglas came out strong in the 
quarter-final match on Thursday 
D.C. Student Society & Athletics 
Invite you to 
T~e "St. P~tl),ic/l'4 
T)t;.. -9- Pt;.., t -9- II 
Featuring Live Music by 
''T~e C£~~49' La-tte,4!' 
Friday Mar. 14 3:30-9: 
Everyone 
Welcome! 
Free 
Admission 
All the fun, music, 
take place in the Upper '-'Cl~.....::•-."':•.a 
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night against Okanagan University 
College, defeating the Lakers by a 
83-73 score. Douglas was led by 
Jasmine Foreman with 18 points, 9 
rebounds. Stacy Reykdal had 10 
points and 15 rebounds, while 
Jocelyn Stendal and Andrea Dufva 
added 16 and 15 points 
respectively. 
Friday night had the 
Royals up against the 
number one ranked team 
in the country, tournament 
host Fraser Valley Cas-
cades. Douglas gave the 
Cascades a scare for most 
of the game, but eventually 
lost to the stronger UCFV 
by a 77-62 count. Andrea 
Dufva led the way with a 
double-double as she 
scored 24 and added 12 
rebounds. 
Saturday saw the Royals 
playing for the bronze 
medal against third-place 
league finisher Capilano 
College Blues. Douglas 
defeated the Blues 65-54 on 
the strength of double-
double by Andrea Dufva 
(22 points, 11 rebounds) and Stacy 
Reykdal (16 points, 15 rebounds), 
while Jasmine Foreman chipped in 
with 13 points. 
Andrea Dufva was rewarded for 
her strong tournament play by 
being named to the All Tourna-
ment All-star team, while Stacy 
Reykdal and Jasmine Foreman 
received recognition for strong 
seasons by being named to the 
BCCAA second All-conference 
team. c; 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
ROOMMATE WANTED for 
house near 22nd St. Sky Train. 
Must be under 30, alive, able 
to pay bills, considerate, 
animal friendly, have a fresh 
change of CD's, and female. 
524-1454 
VOLUNTEER/PSA 
BURNABY VOLUNTEER 
CENTRE has volunteer 
opportunities in the following 
areas: Health Assistant, 
KidSafe, Computer, Mentor, 
Program Leader, Committee. 
For more information call 294-
5533 
VANCOUVERRAPEREUEF 
& WOMEN'S SHELTEr needs 
volunteers who are interested 
in volunteering for their 24· 
Hour Crisis Line and 
Transition House. For more 
information call 872-8212 
PERSONALS 
Thanks for the haircut, Barb. 
From Dave 
COURSES 
The People's Law School is 
now offering courses in Legal 
Royals versus the 
nation 
DC Men take it to Quebec 
by Eric Milner and Jonathan D. 
Chapman 
The Douglas College men's 
volleyball team traveled back east 
to the College De MaisonNeuve, 
in Montreal. The highly regarded 
tournament ran from March 6-8. 
The men came into the tournament 
ranked sixth in the nation. Follow-
ing their arrival, the men had their 
first test. On March 6 they had to 
play against the fifteenth ranked 
squad in the nation, Nova Scotia. 
They didn't have too many 
problems with the Nova Scotians. 
Darren Ettles and the Royals rolled 
over them with a 3-{) (15-4, 15--3, 
15--12) win. Ettles led the way with 
his 11 powerful kills. 
Later that day, the Royals faced 
the very strong College de 
Limoilou team from Quebec, 
ranked second in the nation 
coming into this event. Limoilou 
played hard as the Royals went 
into battle. A great efforts by Ken 
Kliendienst and the rest of the 
Royals, but the team ended up 
short of the victory as they lost 3-1 
(8-15, 16-14, 14-16, 11-15). 
Kliendienst lead the way with an 
astonishing 29 kills. A 1-1 record 
after day one put the Royals in the 
quarter-finals. 
On March 7, the Royals came out 
fighting against non-ranked 
College de Maisonneuve from 
Quebec in the quarter final match-
up. Douglas came into the match 
pumped up and ready to go. The 
Royals were lead by the all-star of 
the game Cam Secret to complete 
their clean 3-{) (15-4, 15-8, 15--9) 
win over College de Maisonneuve. 
This game would advance the 
Royals to the semi-final game 
against third ranked Mount Royal 
College from Alberta. Douglas 
battled through a close and intense 
match against Mount Royal, but 
our Royals fell in a 3-{) (11- 15, 15--
16, 10-15) loss. This tough loss sent 
the Royals and their national title 
hopes into the bronze medal finals. 
In the bronze medal match the 
Royals were set to face fifth ranked 
Loyalist College from Ontario on 
March 8. The match was long and 
hard. It was a true test of Douglas' 
strength and endurance. The 
intense, five set match really 
proved in every way that Douglas 
college is something to be proud of 
as the Royals went on to win 3-2 
(9-15,15--2, 13-15,15-8, 15--10) 
over Loyalist College and bring the 
CCAA National Volleyball Cham-
pionship bronze medal home. 
Congratulations to all the players, 
coaches and supporters for a truly 
remarkable season. 41> 
This isn't the end of the story, folks. Eric won't be 
back until after production, so no pictures are avail-
able at this time. Look for his photolog from Montreal 
next issue, as well as a profile of ye olde vollyball 
coach of the year. (Wonder who that might be?) 
Help. Wed March 12 Buying a 
home, Mon March 17 Wills & 
Estates, Tues March 25 Family 
Violence and the Law, Wed 
March 26 Small Business_ 
Legal Aspects, and Thurs 
March 27 Immigration. For 
more information call Jeane 
Cook 331-5412 
DOUGLAS IS OFFERING 
WORKSHOPS for women 
attending or interested in 
attending fhe college. Wed 
March 12 noon - 2 pm Stress 
Management, Fri March 14 2 
pm - 4 pm Assertiveness 
Communication, Wed March 26 
noon - 2 pm Relaxation 
Techniques. Call527-5148 to 
register 
.FOR SALE 
POISON, NATIVE TONGUE 
CD, inquire at Other Press 
COMPUTERS CUSTOM BUILT 
to your specifications with 
brand name, high quality 
components and software. Call 
Psycom at 951-3008 
TRUCK FOR SALE '81 Dodge 
ram D50, 4 cylinder, 4 speed, 
insulated canopy, ultra reliable 
$650 OBO. Call 520-7017 after 
3 pm or leave a message 
MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE 
'84 Yamaha Viiago 500cc, low 
KMH, looks & runs great, 
female ridden, $1800 OBO. 
Call527-5676 before 4 pm or 
leave a message 
HELP WANTED 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE 
STUDENT SOCIElY 
is looking for a Chief 
Returning Officer. Salary $150. 
Requirements: knowledge of 
DCSS Constitution & Bylaws, 
& BC Elections Act, 
responsible for overseeing 
election procedures at all 
Douglas College Campuses, 
confidentiality, ability to make 
fair and just decisions. Apply 
in person at DCSS at room 
2780 (speak to Merrilyn) 
before 4:00 pm Thurs March 
20, 1997 
CLASSIFIED ADS ARE FREE 
for students, faculty and staff 
of Douglas College. Simply 
drop your classified ad off at 
room 1020, New Westminster 
campus, or email 
general@op.douglas.bc.ca. Ad 
deadline is every Friday 4:00 
